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Why is this important?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Latinos are fastest growing population in U.S.
Religion important to understanding Latinos
Worldwide rise of Evangelicalism
Spread of Globalization
Historical relationship between eco & religion
Historical relationship between religious
values and social service provision in the U.S.
• Implications for SW practice with Latinos
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Latino Population &
Religious Preferences
• 68% of Latinos are Catholic; 15% Evangelical
• It is predicted that by 2030, amount of
Latinos who are Catholic will decrease to 61%
– Espinosa (2007) reports Latinos leaving RCC at
rate of 600,000 to 700,000 annually.

• Between 1994-2005, Catholics in Central
America decreased by 15% while Evangelicals
increased by 16%

Reasons for Shift
• #1 motive for conversion: Desire for direct,
personal experience of God (spirit-filled
expression) (PEW)
• Ethnic Oriented Worship: 2/3 of Latino
worshipers attend churches with Latino clergy/
services in Spanish/Latino Congregations
• Informality of Evangelical Services
• Negative views of Catholicism not motive

Reasons for Shift
• Structure of Catholic Church not situated to respond
to the growing Latino population in U.S. because:
– (1) not enough parishes equipped to minister to the
growing Latino population;
– (2) insufficient number of Spanish speaking priests and
many of those who do speak Spanish are not culturally
competent to interact effectively with Latino immigrants;
– (3) decline in the socio-political message of the Church;
– (4) aggressive proselytyzing of Protestant churches (29).

RENEWALISM
• For Latinos cuts across theological lines
• Characterized by:
– (1) Belief in day to day presence of God through work of
the Holy Spirit;
– (2) God’s presence seen through personal
transformations, e.g., receiving gifts, healing, revelations;
– (3) God’s presence seen through miracles in the world;
– (4) God’s presence thru special blessings (PEW 2006)

• Differentiated from focus of Latin American
practices on personal transformation – Marquadt
(2005) found Latino forms also embrace social
transformation (35)

Rise in Evangelicalism
• How does this better fit Latinos’ needs?
– Creation of a “new community” in host country
– Hope/Lack of fault in the face of poverty
– Creation of “acceptable” way to live/promotion
of values provides social control (perceived as
positive). Idea of control in time of turmoil and
uncertainty

• Historically, in periods of rapid socioeconomic change, people seek belief systems
• Individualism better fit with market economy

Functions
• Provides a Cultural Safe Haven
– From a “nobody” to a “somebody”. Active
Expression encourages this

• Transformation (a) personal and (b) social
– Being saved from and for something

• Resistance to oppression
– MICRO “Place” in a world that disregards people
– MACRO Role of church in historical
empowerment movements

Defying Labels
• Faith can also be considered a form of
resistance to oppression
• Eschews categorization and others’ definition
– Consistent with being Mestizo

• Politically aligned on some issues with
conservatives and on other issues liberal.
– Moral Issues and Immigration

• Immigration and La Familia
• Impossible to make assumptions

Historical Relationship of Religious
Expression & Political Economic Trends
• Protestantism provided the religious
justification for the attitudinal and behavioral
changes which capitalism required to develop
and thrive (Weber, 1904-1905).
– Primacy of the Individual
– Individual Responsibility
– Wealth as sign of divine election
– Acceptance of “possessive individualism”
– Decentralized, increasingly democratic political
systems needed by market economy

Globalization & Consequences
• Difference between Globalization & longstanding international commerce
• Role of International Financial Institutions’
Structural Adjustment Programs
• Impact on local economies, traditional
communities, and indigenous cultures
• Privatization of basic services/gov’t cutbacks
• Impact on Immigration to U.S.

Potential Responses to Globalization
• Adaptation: Acceptance of values & structures
required to succeed in new economic system
• Collective Resistance: Participation in reform or
revolutionary movements
• Individual Resistance: Neither participation nor
resistance – Behavior often labeled “deviant”
• Transformative Resistance: Self-improvement
Q: What type of response does Evangelicalism
represent? (Varies depending on context)

Connections between Evangelicalism,
Capitalism and Social Welfare
• Similarities between Pentecostalism and Globalization
(noted by Cox): Emphasis on individualism & same sense of
immediate gratification. Pentecostals espouse the fulfillment
of a spiritual promise in contrast to the failure of
globalization to deliver its material promises.
• Other branches of North American Evangelicalism attempt to
forge a synthesis between the value of profit and the
promise of Armageddon (Connolly, 2004).
• Growth of Evangelicalism complements shift in responsibility
for health and social welfare away from the public sector to
the individual and the market (Waitzkin, et al, 2005).
• Disagreement in the literature
• More complicated than Weber’s Interpretation

Summary of Connection
• Impact of globalization on traditional cultures
and their underlying values:
– Changes in social relationships
• Communalism to Individualism
• Social support bureaucratized and distant

– Economy moves from subsistence to wage base

Implications for Social Work
Practice with Latinos
• NASW Code of Ethics emphasizes both social justice and
individual well-being. How can we support Evangelical
institutions in doing both?
• Need for recognition in practice of Evangelical beliefs and
their meaning to clients
• Assumptions about nature of religious beliefs shouldn’t be
made (consideration of different Evangelicalisms in North
and Latin America)
• Wide variety of Evangelicalism makes it hard to predict how
it will affect its practitioners’ attitudes about economic
trends, democracy, gender roles, etc. (Freston, 2004).

Implications for Design & Delivery of
Social Services in Latino Communities
• Traditional service providers, (e.g., Catholic
Social Services) may not be considered
suitable by growing Evangelical community
• More reliance on private Evangelical church
community for aid (leading to an increase in
nonprofessional provision of services)
– Congruent with heavier reliance on family and
volunteerism for support

• Acceptance of poverty as inevitable

Implications for Social Justice
Mission of Social Work Profession
• Unlike North American Protestantism, in Latin
American Protestantism, poverty is not viewed as the
individual’s fault.
• Redemption by acts and giving priority to the poor in
Catholicism opened door for the emergence of social
justice movements. How is this accounted for in
Evangelicalism?
• What will happen to Latin American Evangelicals as
they adapt to North American culture? What are the
potential unintended consequences of the spread of
Evangelicalism among Latinos?
• How can professional social workers work with
Evangelical groups to advance a social justice mission?

